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On the measurement of molecular anisotropies using laser techniques. U. 
Differential absorption of circularly and linearly polarized light 

A. J. Baina ) and A. J. McCaffery 
School of Chemistry and Molecular Sciences. University of Sussex. Brighton BN] 9QJ. United Kingdom 

(Received 5 September 1984; accepted 4 April 1985) 

In this paper we describe a method which yields an unambiguous measure of the state mUltipolar 
moments of an anisotropic array of the angular momentum components of an assembly of ground 
state molecules: The method involves the measurement of circularly and linearly dichroic, single 
photon absorptIOn and through such measurements, state moments having K <2 may be directly 
obtained. The advantages of this technique over polarized laser fluorescence are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous paper in this series I we considered how 
the experimental polarization observables in a polarized la
ser fluorescence experiment transmit information on the an
isotropy of the ground state of the species probed. We dem
onstrated however that such measurements are not 
unequivocal and that in general more than one ground state 
multi pole may contribute to a given observable. Intuitively 
this can be seen in a qualitative fashion since the effect of 
polarized excitation on an anisotropic array is to increase the 
complexity of the information transmitted to the excited 
state by the light beam. The four main polarization observa
bies in fluorescence, namely the intensities of emission of 
parallel and perpendicular linearly polarized, left and right 
circularly polarized light, will not be able in all circum
stances to unscramble this information. In addition, the evo
lution in time of the excited state may bring increased com
plexities if cross relaxation occurs and for these reasons the 
laser fluorescence method suffers from serious problems for 
the most precise work. 

Yet there is much to be learned from a precise and accu
rate experiment which can measure the full extent of the 
anisotropy of the distribution of gas phase species in a num
ber of varied circumstances, as a test of the predictions of the 
transport equations for example in an ensemble of molecules 
possessing internal angular momentum. The Waldmann
Snider equation2 predicts that molecules will become par
tially aligned when subjected to a gradient in concentration, 
say, and an experimental measure of this effect would yield 
insight into the dynamical behavior of fluid media. Mole
cules or fragments produced by chemical reactions or by 
light-induced processes3-6 are known to emerge in the nas
cent state with anisotropic distributions, the nature of which 
give valuable evidence on the detailed mechanism of the 
fragmentation process. 7 

An alternative method exists, however, in which direct 
and unambiguous determination of the individual multipole 
moments characterizing an anisotropic ground state is possi
ble. This is done by measuring the differences in absorption 

-) Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, PA 19104. 

coefficient of linearly or circularly polarized light and the 
method may be made very sensitive to small anisotropies. A 
preliminary communication on this technique has already 
been submitted.8 In this method, differences in polarized ab
sorption relative to a particular z axis imposed by the light 
beam on the system are measured. The techniques and the
ory described will show some similarity to expressions de
rived and appropriate to chiroptical spectroscopy and to lin
ear dichroism. These two effects are generally separated for 
theoretical treatment since in fluid media they do not often 
occur together. However, there are instances when linear 
dichroism intrudes into the measurements of circular dich
roism and the techniques outlined here could in principle be 
used to deconvolute such data. In this treatment we deal 
with the case of rotationally resolved spectroscopic transi
tions of molecules in fluid media with particular reference to 
high resolution gas phase experiments. We consider the case 
of an anisotropic distribution of molecules characterized by 
multipole moment, K <2, and our approach uses the tensor 
density matrix formalism which we have used in part II of 
this series and in a number of recent publications.9-11 Using 
this approach we derive the polarization observables of ab
sorption in terms of the multipole moments of a generalized 
anisotropic ground state distribution. The direct relation 
between these will be demonstrated explicitly. The problem 
is nontrivial mainly because of the need to define the quanti
zation axes appropriate to different types of polarization ex
periment using linearly and circularly polarized light. In 
part HI of this series we discuss methods of determining 
anisotropies having multi pole character of K > 2. 

II. THEORY 

The intensity of absorption, fD, oflight of polarization E" 
defined with respect to the symmetry or quantization axis 
for the excitation process, is proportional to the trace of the 
excitation matrix defined in this geometry. For a rotational
ly resolved transition between lower state a" J W and upper 
state aJ, this is given by 

fD(E",z)= L (aJMIE"-dla"J"Mi') 
M,Mj',M2 

x (aJM 1E"·d la" J" M;.>*rrpMiM2 

_ '" JJp -~ MM· 
M 

(1) 
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In Eq. (1), a stands for all quantum numbers not actual
ly specified, d is the dipole moment operator, z is the axis of 
quantization for the particular excitation process, and 
J" J" JJ h d' . 1 c PM"M'" PMM are t e enslty matnx e ements lor 

I 2 

ground and excited states, respectively. 
In the multipolar expansion of the excited state density 

matrix, 1,9-11 it is the population monopole which is of most 
concern to us here. This is defined in the usual way as 

JJ 0 ~ " Y _ M ( J J 0 )JJ (l 
Po (E,z) = 11 ( - 1 \.M _ M 0 PMM ,z) 

= L (- lY-M+J-M(jJJ(jMM 
M 

X (21 + 1)-1/2 JJpMM(l,z). (2) 

Thus we can write 
JJ 

JJp~(€,z) = (21 + 1)-1/2 L PMM(l,z) (3) 
M 

and therefore the intensity of absorption is direcdy propor
tional to the excited state population (K = 0) multipole. We 
now proceed in a manner similar to that described in our 
treatment of polarized laser fluorescence I and perform a 
multipole expansion of the ground state density matrix ele
ments in terms of the state multipoles. We then consider how 
each multipole component in the ground state contributes to 
the excited state population monopole upon absorption of 
linearly and of circularly polarized light. 

The absorption intensity is given by 

r(z) = L (aJMll-d la"J"M;') (aJM Il-d la" J"M~) 
M 

(
J" 

X M;' 
J" K" )J'J' x' _ Q" PQ'(z), M " - 2 

(4) 

The summations in Eq. (4) include off diagonal elements 
of the ground state density matrix, i.e., multi poles for which 
Q " # O. These quantities are retained for generality in circu
larly polarized absorption measurements though they van
ish since a common z axis exists for both left and right circu
larly polarized light. For linearly polarized absorption a 
common axis is not retained and nonaxially symmetric mu]
tipoles in the ground state (with respect to z) can, if present, 
contribute to the absorption strength. 

This is given by 

A. Circularly polarized absorption 

The quantization ~s imposed in such measurements is 
the propagation vector 0 of the light beam. Expressing Eq. 
(4) in terms of the appropriate spherical components of the 
excitation operators we have 

1"(0) = L Il!,. 12( - l)q,. + q"(aJM Id!,. laW J" M;') 
M1'M;' 

M 
X'Q' 

X (aJMld!,. IaN J"M~)·( - 1(-Mj'(2K" + 1)1/2 

( 
J" J " K" )J" J" 

X M;' -M~ _Q" p~:(O), (5) 

where qA is the projection of the photon angular momentum 
on the axis defined by the experiment. 

Applying the Wi~er-Eckart theorem in the space 
fixed frame defined by 0 we have 

1"(0) = LIE!,. 12( - l)qA + q"l (aJ lid Ilia" J ")1 2 

Mi'M 2 

(
J" 

X M;' (6) 

where IE!,. 12 = 1. 
After some slight rearrangement followed by applica

tion of a standard angular momentum sum rule for the con
traction of three 3j symbols l2 we have 

1"(0)=" (_l)J+J"+x'+qA(K: 1 ) 
x~· Q qA -qA 

f l 1 K"} (2K" 1)1/2J"J"X:(0) 
X J" J" J X + PQ 

X l(aJlldllla"J"W. (7) 

As can be seen from the 3j and 6j symbols in Eq. (7), 
K N = 0,1,2 can all contribute to the absorption intensity. As 
we are dealing with light of a well-defined polarization with 
respect to 0 we have only Q n = 0 projection terms for any of 
the allowed multipoles. It is convenient to introduce a differ
ential circular polarization absorption ratio C' by 

(
1 -1 )" '" C" = /" 1 -qA (0). 

q" + - q" 

(8) 

C"(O) = f; ( - 1( + J" + x· + q" {/~ J" ~"} (2K" + 1 )1/2 (1 + ( - I)X' + 1] 

X(~N q~ _l
q
J J"J"p~'(O )[f; (- l)J+J" +x' +q" {)" J" ~~} 

(
KN 

x(2K~ + 1)1/2[1 + (- I)K'] 0 
qA 

(9) 
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Note that the line strength factors given by the reduced matrix elements, together with any M-independent transition terms 
implicit in the above such as the line shape functions and pumping parameters, cancel in the ratio. 

It can be seen from the symmetry properties of the 3j symbols governing the absorption that the numerator contains 
solely terms proportional to the ground state orientation while the denominator contains the population and alignment 
contributions to the intensity. Expanding Eq. (9) and inserting the numerical values for the 3j symbols yields 

{)" )" ~ } J"J"p~(O) 
(10) 

Thus by measuring the differential absorption ofleft and right circularly polarized light in the common axis system defined by 
& it is possible to obtain a direct measurement of the ground state orientation in this frame. 

We will now go on to consider the corresponding linear dichroism measurements and demonstrate how a combination of 
the two techniques can be used to provide a complete determination of the degree of alignment and orientation present in a 
given system in a totally unambiguous manner. 

B. Linearly polarized absorption 

We define the linear absorption ratio or P , 

(11) 

where III and Ii refer to the intensities of absorption of elec
tric dipole radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to 
a particular space fixed axis system. The symmetry or quan
tization axis for linearly polarized absorption is that of the 
polarization vector of the light beam, so in effect we are im
posing two external z axes upon the system probed and are 
measuring the intensity of absorption with respect to each. 
This is somewhat different to the situation encountered in 
circular dichroism measurements in which a common z axis 
is maintained. The consequences of this become manifest if 
one tries to relate emission from the excited state to the ab
sorption strength as will be discussed further on. 

The treatment of linearly polarized absorption from a 
polarized array can be tackled in two ways; we can take a 
single z axis to be imposed upon the system along which we 
measure III' Consequently, Ii is Ix in this system. In this 
instance the state multipole moments for the ground state 
are defined in a common axis system but we have different 
expressions for our absorption operators. 

The second approach is to treat III and Ii as two sepa
rate processes each defining their own particular coordinate 
systems z I and Z2' Here the absorption operators are of the 
same form but in order to define the experimental observa
bles it is necessary to rotate the state multipoles defined in z I 
into the Z2 axis system or vice versa. This is simply achieved 
by the Euler rotation D (0,11'/2,0) and is perhaps a better 
approach as it emphasizes that the asymmetry of the absorp
tion process arises as a direct consequence of the rotationally 
noninvariant components of the ground state. 

These two approaches are depicted in Fig. 1 and are 
outlined in the following section. 

1. Common axis system 

In this treatment we wish to calculate I z - Ix and 
I z + Ix defined in the z axis system (Fig. 1). 

The two observables are given by 

MK'Q' 

x (aJM I€z·dz la" J" M;>* 

X( _1(-M'(2K" + W/2 

(
J" 

X Mi' 
K") J'J' K'( ) 
Q" PQ'z, 

J" 

M" - 2 

MK'Q' 

X( _1(-M;'(2K" + 1)1/2 

(
J" 

X Mi' -M; 
J" K" )J'J' K' 

_ Q" PQ'(Z)' (12) 

We first consider I z and expand the absorption operator in 
terms of its spherical components. Application of the 
Wigner-Eckart theorm in the space fixed frame defined by z, 
followed by some angular momentum manipulation gives 

I:(z)= L (_W+J"+K'(2K"+1)1/2 
K'Q' 

x(~ 0 ~:) f)" J" ~"} 
xJ"J"p~:(z)l(aJlldllla"J"W. (13) 

For Ii (Ix) we can write absorption intensity in the following 
way: 

K'Q' 

X (aJM Id: - d 1_lla" J" M2'>*] 

J • M" (J" 
x( -1) - I Mi' 

J" 

M" - 2 

K" ) 
-Q" 

(14) 
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y 

FIG. I. In the measurement of the differential absorption of two linearly 
polarized beams by a polarized array of molecules jshaded area). two sets of 
axes are imposed on the system and these are connected by an Euler rotation 
DjOJJ.O ).ForthemeasurementofI. andII ./3 = 1T/2andthetwoquantiza
tion axes Z I and Z2 are orthogonal. 

Treating this expression as before, i.e., applying the Wigner
Eckart theorem in the space fixed frame and then simplify
ing with some angular momentum algebra we obtain 

I~ =I~(z)= L !1(aJlld t lla"J"W(2K" + 1)1/2 
K"Q" 

J" 
K"} J"J" K"( ) PQ"z J 

X[(1+(-I)K")G -1 ~:) 

- (~ 1 ~ 1 ~:) - G ~:) l (15) 

From the symmetry requirements of the 3j symbols we can 
see that only the K" = 0,2 and Q' = ° ± 2 terms contribute 
to the absorption intensity. Expanding Eq. (15) and inserting 
the numerical values of the 3j symbols gives 

I 1 (z) = l(aJlld 11Ia"J")12
( - W+J"+I 

x [~ J"J"pg(z) {)" J" 

+{)" J" 
2} 1 J"J" l( ) - Poz 
J .j6 

1 
J" 

~} (J"J"p~(Z) + J"J"p~ 2 (Z)) l 
(16) 

Similarly for I ~ (z) we have 

I~(z) = l(aJlld Ilia" J"WX( -l)'+J" + 1 

[ 1 {I JO} J"J"pg(z) + (23 )112 
X J3 J" J" 

Xl)" J" 
(17) 

Substituting these two expressions into our definition of the linear absorption ratio yields 

J" 

J" 
0l'"J" { 1 J pg(z) - J" J" 

2. Absorption measurements defined in Zt and Z2 

In this approach the absorption intensities are calculat
ed in thezl andz2 axis systems separately. The measurement 
made in Z2 is related to Zt (or vice versa) by examining the 
transformation properties of the state multipoles when one 
frame is rotated into the other. The linear absorption ratio is 
given by 

(
III - I1)Q (Iz, - IZ2)Q 
III + /1 = Iz, + I z, • 

(19) 

Following the procedure as before we obtain 

I
z

, = L (_l)J+J"+K" (1 
K"Q" ° 
X(2K" + l)'"J"pr(Zt) 

° 
K") 
Q" 

X {/" J" ~"} l(aJlld II/a" J"W, 

I
z
,= ~ (_I)J+J"+K"(l K") 

K+Q" ° ° Q" 

{
II K

J
"} X(2K" + 1)1/2 J" J" 

XJ"J"p~: (Z2) 1 (aJ lid Ilia" J") 12. 

J. Chem. Phys .• Vol. 83, No.6, 15 September 1985 
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From the symmetry constraints imposed by the 3j and 6j 
symbols only rrpg(zl) and rrp~(zd contribute to I z , and 
rrpg(Z2) and rrp~(Z2) to I z,. 

In order to calculate the linear absorption ratio we 
transform the state multipoles defined in Z2 into their equiva
lent representation in ZI by an Euler rotation of D (0,17'/2,0) 
which brings ZI into coincidence with Z2' 

The rotational transformation properties of the state 
multipoles are those of spherical tensors of rank K " and pro
jection Q ". Thus we can write 

rJ" K" ~ r,;>rK rr K" PQ-(Z2) = £.. = Q-Q" (0,17'/2,0) PQ" (z,). 
Q" 

where g~-Q" (0,17'/2,0) is the appropriate Euler rotation 
matrix element connecting the multi poles in the two axis 
systems as defined in Brink and Satchler. '3 Since an Euler 
rotation of /3 = 17'/2 alone connects the two frames, Eq. (21) 
can be rewritten in terms of the reduced rotation matrices: 

(23) 

The nonzero contributions to the absorption in Z2 are J" J" pg 
and rrp~ (Q m = 0) and thus we have 

I z, = l(aJlld '1Ia" J") 12 (_ I)J+r +, {( +),12 {)" 

- {)" J" 

rrpg(Z2) = d&(17'/2) rrpg(z) 

= rrpg(z,) (24) 

which is an obvious result as the population monopole is a 
scalar and hence rotationally invariant. 

For the alignment in Z2 we have 

(25) 

The algebraic expressions for the reduced rotation matrices 
are tabulated by Brink and Satchler'3 the appropriate non
zero elements being 

d~(f3) = d6-2(f3) = W'/2 sin2 /3, 

d~(f3) =! (3 cos2 /3 - 1). (26) 

Hence, 

rrp~(Z2) = _! rrp~(zd + (i)'/2 

X [rrp~(z,) + rrp2_2(zd}. (27) 

Substitution ofEq. (27) into Eq. (21) gives us the absorption 
intensity observed in Z2 in terms of the state multipoles de
fined inz" 

(28) 

Substituting Eqs. (20) and (28) into Eq. (19) which defines the linear absorption ratio gives, with some rearranging, 

{ II 2} [rr 2() (l.)I12 (J'J' 2() rr 2 ( I)] - J" J" J Po Z 1 - 6 P2 Z 1 + P - 2 Z 1 

J" 
O}rr O(Z)_{ 1 1 
J Po, J" J" 

(29) 

which is exactly the same as Eq. (18). 
Examining Eq. (29) we can see that as a direct consequence of making two measurements in different axis systems there 

are direct contributions to the linear absorption ratio from multipoles with a nonzero projection on the zJ axis. Off diagonal 
elements of the ground state density matrix "PM,M, (g,z) make no contribution to the circular absorption ratio in which 
cylindrically symmetric contributions to the absorption are taken with respect to the same axis. However, if we choose a 
geometry in which the ground-state multipoles are axially symmetric with the quantization axis, no nonzero Q " terms exist 
and the linear absorption ratio simplifies somewhat: 

{I 1 2} rr 2(g ) 
III - 11 J" J" J Po,z 1 

111+11 2 Fi{! O}rro 1 {I 1 21JT2(g) "3\12 J" J" J Po(g,zJ)+"3 J" J" JJ Po,zJ 

(30) 

Such a situation is easily realized in processes possessing a well defined Z axis with respect to the production of ground state an
isotropy. Linearly or circularly polarized photodissociation and nozzle expansions in a molecular beam experiment are 
examples of processes which possess such an axis. 

From Eqs. (17) and (28) we can see that when the multi
poles are axially symmetric with respect to z I' a combination 
of In + 2 11 will yield an expression in which only K " = 0 
terms contribute to the absorption intensity: xU" 

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 83, No.6, 15 September 1985 
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Thus the ratio (I" - 11 )1(1" + 211 ) is directly propor
tional to J" J"p~ (g,zl)/J" J" pg (g,z 1) = (a 2 l. the degree of align
ment in the ground state: 

=_1 [a2 l { 1 
..fi r J" ~} {/" J" 

O}-I 
J . 

(32) 

As will be discussed later these quantities are readily deter
mined in a standard .polarization-modulation experiment. 

It is interesting to examine the situation where the two 
axis systems are not orthogonal and connected by an Euler 
rotation of D (0,/1,0) about their commony axis, Fig. 2. The 
absorption intensity in Zz is given by 

J" 

O} J"J' 0(g l J PO,z2 

2} J"J" 0(g )] J PO,z2' (33) 

The state multipoles in Z2 are related to Z I as in Eq. (25): 

J"J"pg(g,zz) = J"J"pg(g,zI)' 

J"J" 2 ,,2 J"J" 2 ) po(gh) = ~dOQ'IP) PQ-(g,zl' (34) 
Q-

Substituting into Eq. (33) gives us 

Iz, = j (aJjjd llla"J")jZ (_ I)J+J" + I 

1 O} J"J" 0(g ) r J PO,z1 

FIG. 2. In contrast to the linear polarization case (Fig. I), the absorption of 
+ and - circularly polarized light is made with respect to the propaga
tion direction of the light beam 0 and thus a common z axis is retained for 
both measurements. A second quantization axis may be introduced by 
changing the propagation vector of light beam with respect to the ground 
statez axis, z,. In this instancePis the angle between 0, and O2 , The figure 
depicts both circularly and linearly polarized absorption geometries for a 
torroidal array of classical angular momentum vectors. 

Ifwe then set f3 to be the so called "magic angle" of 54. 73° we 
have 

d~ =0, 

d 2 _ d2 _ (1)1/2 01 - - 0-1 - j , 

Thus, 

d 2 (1)1/2 
0±2 = (j • 

Iz, = j(aJlld111a"J")j2( _1)J+J"+1 

x [(+) {/" 
_ (~y/2 {/" 

1 

J" 

O} J-J- 0(g ) 
J PO,z1 

x [J"J"pi (gS,zI) - J" J"p2_ I (g,zl)] 

(36) 

+ W1/2 [J"J"p~(g,zl) + J"J"p2_ 2(g,zt)]]. (37) 

The lack of axial symmetry means that as in fluorescence 
there is no unique absorption direction along which linear 
polarization measurements wiH yield the population mono
pole. I In the case of 11 if we rotate the probe beam in the xy 
plane through an angle r = 90·, 11 is now equivalent to Iy 
and we have imposed a third Z axis, Z3 on the system which is 
related to ZI by the composite Euler rotation D (0,1T/2,1T/2). 
Proceeding as above we have 

= I d~;- (1T12)e-IQ-"./2 J"J"p~: (ZI)' (38) 
Q-

Expanding Eq. (38) and inserting the numerical values of the 
rotation matrix elements appropriate to the Euler angles 
f3 = r = 1T/2 we have 

J"J"pg(Z3) = J"J"pg(zl)' 

J'J- 2( ) 1 J'J" 2( ) Po Z3 = - - Po ZI 
2 

_ ( ! ) 112 [J"J"p~ (ZI) + J"J"p2_ 2 (ZI)]' (39) 

Comparison ofEq. (39) with Eq. (27) shows that in the Z3 axis 
system the Q" = ± 2 contributions to the absorption inten
sity (Iy) will be equal in magnitude but opposite insign to 
those in Z2 (I ... ): 

I(z,) =Iy = j(Jlld'IIa" J")j2 (_ )J+J" + I 

1 
J" 

O} J"J" O( ) J Po ZI 

~ {)w JH ~} [(~)1/2 [+rJ"p~(zl) 

+ (! yl2 (J"rp~(zl) + J"J"p2_ 2 (Zlll]]). (40) 

From Eqs. (40), (28), and (21) it follows that the combination 
of absorption measurements (Iz, + Iz, + I z, )(Iz + Ix + Iy) 
is equivalent to I- + 211 in axially symmetric systems being 
directly proportional to the population monopole. The ab
sorption ratio [Iz - Wx + Iy)][Iz + Ix + Iy] - I is equiva
lent to Eq. (32) and yields the degree of ground state axial 
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alignment [a20]. Furthermore, the difference between Ix and 
Iy gives the absorption intensity solely in terms of Q " = ± 2 
terms thus (Ix -Iy)[Iz +Ix +Iy]-l is directly proportion
al to the degree of axially asymmetric alignment [a2 ±21. If 
the ground state is axially symmetric with respect to z 1 there 
are no alignment terms in Eq. (37) which gives an expression 
analogous to that for I II + 211 shown in Eq. (31). An absorp
tion measurement using this geometry therefore contains 
solely the ground state population. There are similar geome
tries which can be employed in two-photon absorption mea
surements to remove the contributions from higher multi
poles, and we shall consider these in more detail in a 
forthcoming publication. 14 

III. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION 

The preceding sections have outlined how linear and 
circular dichroism measurements can provide an unequivo
cal test for and a method of determining the first three state 
multi poles of an anisotropic array of molecules. Equation 
(10) relates the ground state orientation directly to an experi
mental observable and Eq. (30) makes this relation for the 
alignment when axial symmetry prevails. The off-diagonal 
elements are obtained by rotating the probe geometry to ob
tain equations such as (18). The population multipole is easi
ly obtained either as I II + 2/1 [Eq. (31)] or by the magic angle 
method [Eq. (3711. Measurement of the linear and circular 
absorption ratios (F' and C' ) for a particular rotational tran
sition aN J" -+aJ yields direct polarization information, de
coupled from the scalar properties of the transition as con
tained in the reduced matrix elements and the line shape 
function. 

The techniques available for measuring circular and 
linear dichroism are wen known from the field of chiroptical 
spectroscopy and are summarized in a recent book by Ma
son. IS It is relatively straightforward to obtain both the dif
ference (..1 ) and the sum (I ) of absorption coefficients for left 
and right circularly or for parallel and perpendicularly po
larized light using standard absorption techniques. An alter
native method is to use fluorescence detection and we discuss 
this below. Equation (32) demonstrates that the absorption 
ratio (I II - 11 )(1 II + 2I 1. ) - 1 is directly proportional to the de
gree of alignment in the ground state [aJ provided the multi
poles are axially symmetric with respect to z\. Using the 
standard techniques referred to above we may determine this 
quantity directly from the combination (ll )(3I -..1 )-1 us
ing linearly polarized light. 

The circular polarization ratio C' may be expressed as 

• 'J'J' 1 '" J'J' 0 A -I whereta1li=[ Po(g,O)] ( Po(g,o)] . 

Having previously determined [a 21 in z 1 as described we 
may substitute the result into Eq. (38), providing that 0 de
fines the same axis, and thus determine [a 1] from the mea
sured value of C' . This will always entail. two measurements 
in a right angled geometry as 0 and z 1 are orthogonal as Fig. 
3 shows. 

IV. FLUORESCENCE DETECTION METHODS 

It is well known that the measurement of fluorescence 
intensity is an excellent method of determining absorption 
strengths and in many instances, may be a more viable tech
nique than absorption spectroscopy. This might apply par
ticularly to the case of two-photon absorption measure
ments, which we discuss in part III of this series. 14 
Unfortunately it is a common fallacy to relate fluorescence 
intensity (whether spectrally dispersed or undispersed) di
rectly to the excited state population. As we have shown in 
earlier papers, 11 the emission intensity contains a contribu
tion from the alignment and proper account must be taken of 
this polarization and anisotropy of the emission in order to 
obtain unambiguous results. 

Fluorescence detection of circular dichroism from opti
cally active molecular species has been discussed by Turner, 

cylindrical 

symmetry"" ~ . 

_----' "''--+-_-'2,..,...."~~ F 

L. 

z, I. t 
e = 54.7° 

I 
Laser Axis 

(a) 'Side on' Observation 

,;"~Z' ~F +2, Z2 ee -
cylindrical 
symmetry _ /~ I 

V 22 - --i 
I. z, 

Laser Z2 

, 
Axis -

(b) Straight Through Geometry 

FIG. 3. Experimental geometries for unresolved fluorescence detection of 
the population component of the excited state using the magic angle polariz
er setting of 54.'" to the excited state symmetry axis for linearly polarized 
excitation in "side on" and "straight through" configurations. 
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Maestre, and Tinoco l6 for systems which reorient rapidly 
compared to the lifetime of the emitting state as do the spe
cies we consider here. Their treatment is somewhat different 
to that presented here and is concerned with a particular 
form of anisotropy. We now present a very general treatment 
of the problem of determining an arbitrary anisotropic dis
tribution of angular momentum states using fluorescence de
tection in a one- or a two-photon process. 

It has been demonstrated above that the absorption in
tensity is directly proportional to the population monopole 
for the excited state. Under isotropic or collision free condi
tions, encountered in cell and molecular beam environ
ments, respectively, there is no interconversion of the excited 
state multipolesP In these circumstances, with the knowl
edge that only the population orientation, and alignment 
multipoles (K = 0,1,2) for the excited state can contribute to 
electric dipole emission, the predominant contribution to the 
fluorescence, the measurement procedure must be such that 
the monopole component is the sole contributor to the flu
orescence signal. We will now consider both circularly and 
linearly polarized excitation and demonstrate how this can 
be achieved. 

A. Circularly polarized excitation (single and two 
photon) 

In circularly polarized absorption the excitation pro
cess is symmetric to 0. The orientation contribution to the 
fluorescence signal may be removed by measuring the linear
ly polarized component of the signal in the forward direc
tion. However, in axially symmetric systems all linear polar
izer settings are equivalent (i.e., Ix ==.1)1.). If the fluorescence 
is observed at right angles to the Z axis (0 ), alongy in a side on 
configuration this is not so. The plane polarized components 
of the fluorescence can be measured parallel and perpendicu
lar to 0 yielding exactly analogous quantities to III and /1 
encountered in linearly polarized fluorescence. 

In this side on configuration we can write expressions 
for the total unresolved fluorescence intensity as follows: 

L JJpM1M,)qA,O)(a'"r'Mmld~laJMI) 
Ml1W~M

a-J-

(42) 

where the sum over am J HI is to all rovibronic levels accessible 
in the ground state. 

Expanding in terms of the state multipoles, applying the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem to the emission matrix elements 
and the standard angular momentum manipulations we 
have 

I·(€z,O)= L (_w+r+K(2K+I)I/2JJp~(qA) 
KQ 

J-a-

( I KQ) {JI 
X 0 0 J 

X I (a"'r' lid IlIaJ) 12. (43) 

Only the population and alignment multipoles contribute to 
the emission intensity in this arrangement giving 

I·(€z'O)= L (_I)J+r+ll(aINJ'"lld l llaJ)1 2 
J- a-

X [(+)112 g 
- (~ y12 g 

1 

J 

J 

o } JJ 0 
JIN Po 

The corresponding expression for 11 is 

(44) 

(45) 

Proceeding as before the nonzero elements of this in terms of 
the state multipoles and the tensor moments of the detection 
matrix are given by 

11 = I (- W + r + I 

J-,,-

X [(-31 )1/2 {JI 0 } JJ 0 " J r' PO(qA'O) 

X - (~y12 {~ J (46) 

X I (am J"'lld IllaJ) 12. 
A combination of 1/1 + 211 will yield a signal which contains 
solely the population monopole. This is achieved in an exact
ly analogous manner to linearly polarized excitation and 
emission by measuring the fluorescence intensity of plane 
polarized light at the so called magic angle of 54.7" to the z 
axis, O. 

It should be remembered that here the magic angle set
ting of 54.7° is between the propagation vector of the laser 
and the polarizer axis. The necessary geometry is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

In axially asymmetric systems the equivalent measure
ments for the determination of the excited state population 
(K = 0) are Iz + Ix + Iy which requires both straight 
through and side on fluorescence measurements with re
spect to O. The two polarizations may be related to the same 
quantization axis. The excited state population components 
JJ pg (q A ) and JJ pg ( - q A) can therefore be determined from 
undispersed fluorescence in a common geometry with a sin
gle linear polarizer setting. 

However, with linearly polarized absorption using two 
orthogonal polarizations the situation is more complex if one 
wishes to relate fluorescence intensity to absorption. From 
the geometry of the system two excited state ensembles are 
created with orthogonal z axes. The spatial anisotropy of 
emission from a dipole oscillator ensures that a common 
geometry for the determination ofJJpg(zl) and JJpg(Z2) is not 
feasible. 

The possible geometries for the fluorescence measure
ments are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The population compo
nents are measured as before using linear polarizers set at 
54.746° to the respectivez axes. It can be seen that a "side on" 
measurement of fluorescence requires a separate geometri
cal arrangement of polarizer and detector for each compo-
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Circularly Polarised Excitation (K"-O) 

a. Single Photon, JJp~ K- 0.1,2 

b. Two Photon. JJp: K-O,I,2,3,4 
x 

E1 detection K-O,',Z 

nent. A straight through geometry is feasible, the only differ
ence in determining the two intensities being the relative 
polarizer settings with respect to z, and Z2' 

For axially asymmetric arrays the geometry is further 
complicated in that it is necessary to measure three fluores
cence signals (Iz + Ix + Iy) only two of which can be collin
ear. In such instances a direct measurement of the absorp
tion intensity as previously outlined by us is perhaps 
preferable. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown in this and a preceding work' that the 
problems which arise in determining in full the multipole 
moments of a generalized anisotropy (K < 2) by the tech
nique of fluorescence polarization may be overcome by the 
use of differential. absorption techniques using both circular
ly and linearly polarized light. The intensity of absorption is 
proportional to the excited state population and in a single 
photon process, multipoles, K, of magnitude 0, 1, and 2 may 
contribute to the production of an excited state population. 
Hence the problem reduces to a calculation of the contribu
tion of each K N value upon absorption of circularly and lin
early polarized light. Circular polarization measurements 
yield the orientation multi pole directly with no cross terms 
in rrp~:. Linear polarization is considerably more com
plex since a common axis is not maintained for the two polar
izations. Thus in general cross terms (i.e., those with Q ~O) 
intrude but we show that it is possible to choose an experi
mental geometry in which these vanish. Linear dichroism 
experiments yield the alignment (K = 2) multipole directly 
and simple manipulation of this data can be made to give the 
population monopole (K = 0) contribution. Detection of ab-

All line., polari •• r s.ttinGS 
equivalent in X Y plan. 

III 

linearly Polarised Detection 
I(-O,:Z: only 

e-54f K-O 

Ie: 111+211. 

FIG. 4. As for Fig. 3 but here circu
larly polarized excitation is used. 

sorption by induced fluorescence is shown to have a number 
of pitfalls but useful results may be extracted. Higher multi
poles of the ground state contribute to the excited state ori
entation and alignment and hence to the fluorescence. In a 
third paper in this series '4 we describe techniques for obtain
ing these higher moments via two-photon absorption experi
ments. 
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